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Extension multi-objective programming and its application
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Abstract. On the basis of the theory of extension mathematics and matter-element analysis, this paper intro-
duces the concepts of extension set, independent function and extension satisfaction point etc; proposes the
concepts of extension optimization, extension multi-objective programming model, produces an approach of
extension multi-objective programming which is proved rather practical by actual examinations.
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1 Introduction

Multi-objective programming (MOP) method was brought forward by A. Chrenes and W. W. Cooper[6] in
1961. It is a method by which people makes use of limited resources reasonably, such as manpower, material
resources and financial power etc, in order to acquire the best economic result. As its theories are maturated
gradually, the method is used to resolve the optimize problem that with many incompatible multi-objective,
and broadly applied in complicated system, such as the multi-objective programming for city land, the water
resources programming, multi-objective programming for education resources and system of evaluation etc.
Because these complicated systems in the realistic life involve the multi-objectives problem, therefore, to con-
sider many objectives at the same time, we can’t completely aim at pursuing the multi-objective maximum
or minimum change into the optimizing, but sometimes, attaining its predetermined objective value. Multi-
objective programming method provides the method of resolving this multi-objective optimization problem.
But in the actual problems, usually because of the uncertainty of the original data and the variability of con-
ditions, such as fluid population in the city, different rainfall in the water resources different with location
and time etc, they cause the parameter to change in the multi-objective programming problem, the theoretical
optimized solution loses its original meaning. For this optimization problem of variable parameter, the ran-
dom multi-objective programming method[6] and the fuzzy multi-objective programming method[1] have been
brought forward. According to the theory of extension mathematics and matter-element analysis[3, 5, 8], this
paper brings forward the concept and method of extension multi-objective programming (EMOP), and estab-
lish extension multi-objective programming model. So that, according to the actual demand, we can research
the choice of optimal solution, the distribution of optimal value and the satisfaction degree of solution in the
extension range of coefficient to acquire the most concerned satisfaction solution. This method provides a new
way to study multi-objective optimization problem. The writer discusses and applies this method in the recent
research.

2 Extension set[2, 4, 7]

Definition 1. (extension set) Let U is a whole field, k is a mapping from U to the real number field I , and T
is a transformation for given element in U , call
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Ã(T ) = {(u, y, y′)|u ∈ U, y = k(u) ∈ I, y′ = k(Tu) ∈ I}

is an extension set for transformation T in U, y = k(u) is an independent function of Ã(T )
(1) When T = e (e is a unit transformation), let Ã(e) = Ã = {(u, y)|u ∈ U, y = k(u) ∈ I}, call

A+ = {(u, y)|u ∈ U, y = k(u) ≥ 0} is a positive field of Ã;

A− = {(u, y)|u ∈ U, y = k(u) ≤ 0} is a negative field of Ã;

J0 = {(u, y)|u ∈ U, y = k(u) = 0} is an zero boundary of Ã.

(2) When T , e, call

Ã+(T ) = {(u, y, y′)|u ∈ U, y = k(u) ≤ 0, y′ = k(Tu) ≥ 0} is a positive extension field of Ã(T );

Ã−(T ) = {(u, y, y′)|u ∈ U, y = k(u) ≥ 0, y′ = k(Tu) ≤ 0} is a negative extension field of Ã(T );

Ã+(T ) = {(u, y, y′)|u ∈ U, y = k(u) ≥ 0, y′ = k(Tu) ≥ 0} is a positive stable field of Ã(T );

Ã−(T ) = {(u, y, y′)|u ∈ U, y = k(u) ≤ 0, y′ = k(Tu) ≤ 0} is a negative stable field of Ã(T );

J0(T ) = {(u, y, y′)|u ∈ U, y′ = k(Tu) = 0} is an extension boundary of Ã(T ).

Definition 2. Let U is a whole field, k is a mapping from U to I, T= (TU , Tk, Tu) is the given transformation,
call

Ã(T ) = {(u, y, y′)|u ∈ TUU, y = k(u) ∈ I, y′ = TkK(TuU) ∈ I}

Is an extension set for the whole field TuU , y = k(u) is an independent function of Ã(T ), y′ = Tkk(TuU) is
an extension function of Ã(T ). Where TU is a transformation forU , Tk is a transformation for the independent
function k, Tu is a transformation for element u.

(1) When TU = e, Tk = e, Tu = e, have Ã(T ) = Ã, namely (1) of definition 1.
(2) When TU = e, Tk = e, have TuU = U, TkK = K, then Ã(T ) = Ã(TU ) which is the extension set of

a transformation for u, namely (2) of definition 1.
(3) When TU = e, Tu = e, have TUU = U, Tuu = u

Ã(T ) = Ã(Tk) = {(u, y, y′)|u ∈ U, y = k(u) ∈ I, y′ = TkK(U) ∈ I}

This is an extension set for the transformation of the independent function k(u), and it equally has an extension
field , a stable field and an extension boundary.

(4) When Tu = e, and TUU − U , Φ, TuU = u, let

TkK(U) = k′(u) =
{
k(u), u ∈ U ∩ TUU
k1(u), u ∈ TUU − U

,

Ã(T ) = Ã(TU ) = {(u, y, y′)|u ∈ TUU, y = k(u) ∈ I, y′ = k′(u) ∈ I}

This is an extension set for a transformation of whole field.
In particular, when Tu = e, Tk = e and TUU ⊂ U , have Tkk = k, Tuu = u, y′ = k(u) = y

Ã(T ) = Ã(TU ) = {(u, y)|u ∈ TUU, y = k(u) ∈ I}.

Therefore, by the above definition, an extension set describes the translation of matter “is” with “not”. It not
only describes the process of quantitative change (stability field), but also describes the process of qualitative
change (extension field). The zero boundary or extension boundary describes points of qualitative change.
If they are overstepped, the qualitative change of matter occurs. When the element of whole field is matter-
element, and also has the same matter-element extension set, as that of definition 2.
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3 Extension optimization

For a generally extreme value problem, the following can be given out as: Given an objective function
in U , and to choose element x∗ under the restrict C, and make the objective function f(x∗) maximal. Its
matter-element model is

R = (f(x), C,X) =


Y C(1) x(1)

C(2) x(2)
· · · · · ·
C(n) x(n)

 .
However, in the actual problem, its restrict C and objective Y may be variable, or extensible. We inves-

tigate in its extension field, and record them respectively as C̃ and Ỹ . Its matter-element model is

R̃ = (Ỹ , C̃, X̃) = (f̃(X), C̃, X̃)

Under this environment of extension, the multi-objective and the tie treaty have the same property, and
can be described by its extension subset of extension field, the extension property of variable can be supposed
to be determined in certain district.

Suppose the extension satisfactory point set of the multi-objective function f(u) is: R̃ = {u|u ∈ U,m ≤
f(u) ≤M}, where m ≥ minu∈Uf(u),M = maxu∈Uf(u).

Definition 3. Let D is a monotonous increasing function in [m,M ], and D(m) > −1, D(M) = 1, D(u0) =
0, u0 ∈ [m,M ] , then D is called an extension point set of f(u).

Definition 4. Let k: U → [−1, 1], if there is an extension point set the D of f(u), which makes

k(u) =
{
D(f(u)), u ∈ R̃,
−1, others.

then k is called an independent function of f(u), and the set composed of it is recorded as:

Ã(T ) = {(u, y, y′)|u ∈ U, y = k(u) ∈ I, y′ = k(Tu) ∈ I}

When k(u) = 1, u is called the biggest extension satisfaction point; when 0 ≤ k(u) < 1, the completely
extension satisfaction point; when −1 < k(u) ≤ 0, the extension satisfaction point; when k(u) ≤ −1, not the
extension satisfaction point. The relation between element and set is measured by an independent function,
which can reasonably describe element internal construction, structure relation and charge of things. This is a
kind of evaluation for the optimization value. When −1 < k(u) ≤ 0, although temporizing, the optimization
can not reach the demand, through a certain transformation, it can attain the satisfactory request. But when
k(u) ≤ −1, under a certain condition, through a certain transformation, it still can not reach satisfactory
request. This kind of dividing outstands to the transformation of the conflict of object.

Therefore, the extremum problem within the scope of extension field– extension optimization is namely
for: Under the extension control C̃, to solve the biggest extension satisfaction point Ã.

In the multi-objective programming, let the multi-objective function: F (x) = [f1(x), f2(x), · · · , fn(x)]
Where extreme of i objective is: mi = min

u∈U
fi(u), Mi = max

u∈U
fi(u) (i = 1, 2, . . . , n)

The biggest extension satisfaction value D(i) is defined for every objective, then the biggest extension
satisfaction point is defined correspondingly: Ã ≈ Di[fi(x)]

The mission of multi-objective optimization is to seek an x∗, which makes the F (x) attain optimization
under a certain evaluation index, with the adoption Zadch operator, let Ã = Ã1(x) ∩ Ã2(x) ∩ · · · ∩ Ãn(x)

According to the biggest extension independent degree principle, there is a point x∗, which makes
Ã(x∗) = max

x∈U
Ã(x)

Then the x∗ is called an extension optimization solution of the optimization problem.
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4 Extension multi-objective programming method

Model of a general multi-objective programming:

min z =
∑
r

[
∑
j

(m+
j d

+
j +m−

j d
−
j )]

st.


ATp x+ d−p − d+

p = gp, (p = 1, 2, . . . , n)
Cx ≤ B
X, d+

p , d
−
p ≥ 0

Where the Ap is the output coefficient of investment; the gp is an ideal objective value; the C is the resources
control coefficient; the B is the resources capacity; the d+

p , d
−
p is positive and negative windage variable

respectively; the px is the grade for objective priority; the mj is the power coefficient of the objective of the
same grade.

Under the extension environment, let the extension independent degree function of system resources
control is C̃(x); let the extension independent degree function of objective is G̃(x); the extension decision is
D, and adopt the Zadeh least operator, and then have: D̃(x) = C̃(x) ∧ G̃(x) = (∧C̃i(x)) ∧ (∧g̃i(x))

Adopting extension independent degree function, have: Md(x) = mini[mini UCi(x),mini Ugi(x)]
According to extension optimization theories, its extension optimization solution x∗ should satisfy

Md(x∗) = maxu∈U [mini Ud(x)]
The conservation method is given for the general multi-objective programming and extension multi-

objective programming; consider the single -objective circumstance first.
Let the objective: F (x) = g
Stipulation:

∑
j
aijxj ≤ bj

Let the extension independent degree functions of the objective and stipulation are G(g), Bi(bj) respec-
tively, the independent degree objective is given by factitiousness, and then have the extension optimization
model: ∑

j
aijxj ≤ bj
F (x) = g
G[(f(x)) ≥ λ
Bi[
∑
j
aijxj ] ≥ λ

According to the biggest extension independent degree principle, the multi-objective function is:
maxz = λ

On the multi-objective condition, let the extension independent degree function of every objective is
g̃p(x), (p = 1, 2, · · · , n) respectively, because of the different final condition and degree of importance the
different objective request, we can give the class and weight coefficient of every objective respectively, then
we have the extension optimization model as follows:∑

j
aijxj ≤ bj
fi(x) + d−i − d+

i = gi
b̃i(
∑
j
aijxj) + e−i − e+i = λc

g̃p[f(x)] + e−p − e+p = λg

Multi-objective function: minz =
∑
r
pr[
∑
j

(m+
j e

+
j +m−

j e
−
j )]

5 Applied example

Three pole joists are showed as the Fig. 1. Let the H=1 m, material density: γ = 1.0 × 104 kg/m3. The
conditions of two kinds of carry load it bears: (1) P1=19.62 kN, P2=0; (2) P1=0, P2=19.62 kN . Given the
permit limit and the permit of difference of every physics measure are
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The pole joist pulls stress σu=196.2 Mpa, duσ=39.24 Mpa;
The pole joist presses stress σl= -147.15 Mpa, diσ=29.43 Mpa;
The node erect move uu=104/E cm, duu=0.2×104/E cm;
The pole joist cross section area Al=0.1 cm2, dlA=0.02 cm2.
Where E is a flexibility mold number. Require the cross section area A1 and A2 of the lightest weight of

each pole. The solution: making use of the method in section 3, the extension stipulation of this example to

Fig. 1. Three pole joist diagram

adopt the independent function of the half trapezoid, such as the Fig. 2 show.
Let A1 = x1, A2 = x2. The multi-objective function is the self-weight of pole joist ω = 2

√
2x1 + x2.

Compute the pole joist stress and the node erect move, and make stipulation condition extensible, get the
extension optimization design problem of the pole joist.

minω = 2
√

2x1 + x2

s.t.



√
2x1 + x2√

2x2
1 + 2x1x2

≤ 1 +
1
5
(1− λ)

√
2x1√

2x2
1 + 2x1x2

≤ 1 +
1
5
(1− λ)

x2√
2x2

1 + 2x1x2

≤ 3
4

+
3
20

+ (1− λ)

1
x1 +

√
2x2

≤ 1
2

+
1
10

(1− λ)

x1, x2 ≥
1
10
− 1

50
(1− λ)

λ ∈ [0, 1]

Fig. 2. The independent function of the extension stipulation

Under the above stipulation condition, the formula 1, 2, 3 is the stress stipulation, the formula 4 is the
node move stipulation, and the formula 5 is the size stipulation.

In this example, ∀λ ∈ [0, 1], the formula 1 and the formula 4 is stipulation validate, so by coupling two
formulas we can get the expression of extension optimization solution resolutions for
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x∗1(λ) =
10
3

(6− λ)−1, x∗2(λ) =
10
√

2
3

(6− λ)−1,

ω(x∗(λ)) = 10
√

2(6− λ)−1

In this solution, when λ=1, the above extension optimization solution is namely common optimization
solution. When λ take different value, we have the different extension optimization programming design,
which can be provided to choose to apply.

6 Conclusion

(1) In the actual problem of engineering, the stipulation function include the reaction to the construc-
tion under load (exterior interference) function, and because load (for example earthquake) have mightiness
extension usually, and the reflecting of construction also has extension, this paper brings up the extension
mathematics programming problem with the extension stipulation that has significantly actual meaning.

(2) Because the solution of extension multi-objective programming is a series of satisfaction points with
the different level, we can choose in the series of satisfaction points again, and can immediately consider the
second thoughtless multi-objective of original multi-objective function. For this reason, this method benefits
the proper solution of multi-objective programming problem.
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